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Google Maps API makes it possible to overlay gridded population datasets on maps.  Informa-
tion such as Land Use and Cover Change information, crop production and price can be added to 
Maps.  Anyone on the planet can add information on the web-site.  Information related with land 
use and cover change is collected and analyzed using simple semantics and ontology.  Through 
this procedure, following result is expected to obtained.  It is not only the value but also this 
year’s phenomena is something wrong than usual.  For the fi rst step, authors let their students to 
work on handling GIS information and text information such as economic datasets.  Students are 
expected to add their comments according to the topics.  Those comments are summarized and 
expected to create something new information.
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夜 間 光 衛 星 デ ータ（Defense Meteorological 












Oak Ridge National Laboratory（ORNL）が進める
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 “Whenever using or distributing DMSP data or 
derived images, use the following credit: Image and 
data processing by NOAA's National Geophysical Data 
Center.
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